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Fired Up!
Message from the President
By Barb Minish
It’s a busy time for the clay community in and around Ottawa. The Guild’s
annual exhibition has come to a close just as many of us gear up for holiday
sales. I was not able to attend what I understand was a very successful
vernissage but, during a subsequent visit to the gallery, l was once again
struck by depth and diversity of talent we have in our Guild membership.
Congratulations to all those who participated and well done to all the very
deserving award winners. A big thank you to Isobel Salole and her exhibition
team! A special thanks also to our hard working and thoughtful juror Brenda
Sutton Mader.
I hope many of you were also able to take in 260 Fingers a couple of
weekends ago. I sometimes joke that in my small rural Manitoba hometown,
with all the farming and small industrial mishaps, the name of a similar show
would not likely be a neat multiple of ten. I did not check the hands of the
artists in attendance, but if any were missing digits it was certainly not evident
in the many spectacular and inspiring works on display. Congratulations to our
participating Guild members and all those involved in the event.
With more than 40 ceramic artists this year’s Holiday Sale December 7th - 9th
promises to be even bigger and better than last year’s successful event.
Whether you are in the sale or not, I encourage you to drop by and bring your
friends. Join in the fun and see what your fellow Guild members have been
creating over the last few months.
Our December 10th meeting will be our now traditional, holiday “finger food
potluck” held in conjunction with the Populous/Compass garage sale. Share
some good food, pick up a few bargains for your studio and then participate in
our holiday gift exchange. Bring a ceramic piece of your own making valued at
approximately $30 and take home something made by someone else. Also
bring a plate, cup and whatever utensils you need to enjoy the potluck. I’m
looking forward to seeing many of you there.
Best regards,
Barbara Minish
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Monthly Program
By Natalie Gosslin

Join us for some cheer, gifts and tools!!
After all the hard work of the holiday craft circuit, join us this month for some good conversation and a bit of
Christmas cheer! Before we all get too busy with events of the season, let’s spend some time together catching
up on what we've all been up to the past several weeks. We'll also have some Compass tools on hand for
purchase - treat yourself to an early Christmas present!
Please bring a small gift (value $20-30) for the gift exchange, and an appetizer or desert.
Announcements:
1. For those of you who are Martha Grover fans, she just announced two one-week workshops at her studio in
Bethel Maine during the last two weeks of July. More information at www.marthagrover.com/upcoming
2. Registration for the 2019 NCECA conference March 27-30 in Minneapolis is now open - check their website
at www.nceca.net for more information.

Standards and Education
By Jocelyn Jenkins

Glazing in a Community
Studio!
This is the third in a series of four articles
intended to familiarize potters who are
not firing their own ware with the issues
that are important to making pots that
can be sold to the public with confidence.
The final topic that will be covered in the coming months is cone 6 electric kiln firing schedules and how it
affects you.

The Glazes
Community studios usually offer many different glazes to studio members. There may be a glaze board at the
studio to indicate how these glazes look. There will likely be a clear glaze and perhaps other transparent
glazes and there will be a white and a black. There will be several opaque glazes and there will usually be a
choice of satin and glossy surfaces.
If you are making functional ware that you intend to sell, you should identify glazes at your studio that you can
use as liner glazes. A liner glaze is a glaze that contains no harmful oxides that could leach into food. Tin and
iron oxides are fine in liners, as are titanium and zirconium, used as whiteners.
Most glazes in a community studio will be food safe and exceptions will be clearly marked.
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If you’re planning to sell your pottery, you not only want your glazes to be food safe, you want them to be
durable too. Prepare to test your glazed pots. Mastering Cone 6 Glazes by Ron Roy and John Hesselberth
suggests several tests to ascertain the durability of your glazes, these tests include:
Testing for resistance to acids:
Soak part of a clean glaze test tile in vinegar for 3 days, wash and dry it and examine the tile. What does it tell
you?
Testing for resistance to bases (alkalis):
Place a sample of the glaze in the dishwasher and leave it there for 30 cycles. What does this tell you?
Testing for thermal shock:
Place a pot in the freezer for a few hours. Boil some water. Take the pot from the freezer, place it in the sink.
Pour boiling water in the pot. (Stand well back as you do this!) Examine. If the pot is intact, has the glaze
crazed? Has it shivered? Have you?
Other testing includes: resistance to marking by cutlery; wear and tear (use your own pots - what does this tell
you?); resistance to chipping; and, suitability for use in a microwave oven.
To get the best results from the studio glazes, make your own glaze test tiles but also test glazes on small
pieces of your work. These testers take into account the thickness of your work and the length of time you
hold your piece in the glaze, which is far more useful to you than the second-hand information you get from
seeing the studio testers.
There is no substitute for really paying attention when you’re glazing. Does the glaze look and feel the way it
did the last time you used it? Did the glaze look the same when it came out of the kiln? If not, you should let
the technician responsible for preparing the glazes know. We’ll talk about kiln variables and how they affect
your glazes in the next article.
Special concerns at Community Studios
Using glazes in a community studio is a little different from using glazes in your own studio. Here are some
issues you may encounter in community studios:
Mistaken labeling: Always make sure that the label on the top of the bucket matches the one on the side of
the bucket, both when you open the bucket and when you put it away!
Contamination: Maybe the last person used an oxide wash on their pot and did not bisque and wipe the
surface before plunging it into the clear or the white. Maybe someone took glaze from one of the buckets to
paint it on and mistakenly returned it the remainder to the wrong bucket.
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Dilution, deflocculation or dehydration: Occasionally someone will mistakenly add water to a glaze. Or it will
sit for a long time between uses and evaporation will gradually thicken the glaze. Or, if there are soluble
materials in the glaze, they may go into solution changing the glaze chemistry and deflocculating it. Or the
glaze won’t be stirred enough, and the watery part of the glaze gets used up while the heavy material sits on
the bottom. In all of these cases it’s a good thing if you can recognize that the glaze in the bucket is not
behaving the way it did the last time you used it. Pay attention and let the technician know if you think there’s
something wrong with the glaze.
In case you’re shaking your head and muttering “what’s she talking about…soluble materials...deflocculation?”
here’s a little aside for you.
Soluble materials versus insoluble materials in glazes: As a rule, potters try to use materials with low
solubility to make glazes, so that the glaze remains stable in the bucket. Sometimes we choose to use
materials that are slightly soluble because we like the effects those glazes give us. If a glaze contains soluble
materials (nepheline syenite, for example), over time, the materials can go into solution. When this happens
the glaze in the bucket is no longer stable. When nepheline syenite goes into solution, the glaze becomes
more alkaline. This alkalinity causes the glaze to deflocculate. In the simplest terms this means that the glaze
tends to settle.
You may not know what a properly flocculated glaze is, but you have definitely used one. And you may have
met a glaze or two that had deflocculated over time and cursed its tendency to settle while you were trying to
use it.
If a glaze has deflocculated over time, (assuming the glaze is supplied with enough clay to begin with – which
should certainly be the case of the glazes at your community studio) the technician can alter its chemistry and
make it less alkaline by adding some form of acid. This should help the glaze to flocculate again.
To make this long story, short, pay attention and let the technician know if the glazes are not the way you
expect them to be!
Get ready to glaze…
If you’re planning to sell your pots, it’s going to be important to you that as much of your work as possible is
successful. A successful glazing experience starts with how you make the pot.
There are steps you can take right from the beginning of the process to ensure that your glazing goes well.
Compressing the surface of thrown ware can eliminate tiny pits which can throw up air bubbles that push glaze
away from that spot. Ensuring that edges are compressed and rounded slightly will permit the glaze to cover
them smoothly, without leaving a sharp edge. Bottoms can be finished so that the glaze has a natural place to
stop.
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Once the piece comes out of bisque, it’s good practice to wipe the piece with a damp sponge to get rid of dust
that can prevent the glaze from adhering properly. When you’re wiping with the damp sponge, try not to add
moisture to the pot. Absorption of the water in the glaze is what bonds the glaze to the pot. If the pot is wet,
the glaze may not go on as well as you would like.
A note of caution… in addition to making dust that’s really hazardous to your health, sanding the surface of
your pots with some types of sandpaper can result in a patch of burnished bisque that won’t accept the glaze
easily.
Protect the Kiln Shelves when you glaze
Whether you wax or wipe, the part of your work in contact with the kiln shelf must be free of glaze. If you have
a foot ring, the interior of the foot ring must be high enough that the glaze on that surface is above the kiln
shelf.
If you use wax to resist glaze on the bottom of your pots, don’t forget to wipe the glaze off the wax before
putting the piece on the shelves to be fired. It’s a lot of work for your technician to clean up your wax and if they
forget, you’re going to have a piece missing from your foot ring.
Getting the glaze on the pot!
How thick should the glaze be? How much, should the glaze be wiped up the side of the pot? Can you
overlap glazes? Double-dip? The answer to all of these questions is that it depends. Some studios are not
keen on double dipping, but most are fine with overlapping glazes especially high up on the pot. Eventually you
will come up with a combination that runs off the pot. When that happens, you could offer to help the
technician grind the glaze off the kiln shelf, or at least reapply the kiln wash to the kiln shelf after the glaze has
been ground off. When you’re trying out new combinations that you think might be runny, use a clay biscuit
under your piece to catch the potential run-off.
Different glazes have different requirements. Some should be thin. Some will tolerate being thick. Some
glazes pinhole when they’re thick, but not when they’re thin. Some glaze combinations are extremely runny,
others behave well, while still others produce blisters or pinholes. As a rule of thumb, you could start out trying
any glaze as a three second dip. If it doesn’t give you the effect you’re looking for, you can alter your dipping
time.
Those buckets of glaze in community studios are great for dipping. But you can paint or pour glazes on your
work too. Be careful with CMC or other gums that you may add to glazes to paint them on. An excessive
amount can cause glaze defects as the gums cause gas bubbles which can get trapped in the glaze.
Using Purchased Glazes
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Community studios are a one-size fits all proposition. This can make it problematic to get the best out of
purchased glazes. Before you buy a particular commercial glaze, read the instructions carefully. If the glaze
says to bisque to cone 04 and your studio bisques to cone 06, you may not get the same results as the
manufacturer did. If it says the glaze is for cone 6 clay, fired to cone 5, the glaze may be overfired if your
studio fires to a full cone 6.
The technician will have made sure that the kiln firing schedule that the studio uses works for all of the glazes
that are made, used and supplied by the studio. The glazes will be hydrated to a point that will make the glaze
adhere to the right thickness, with a dip of a few seconds. The same cannot be said for glazes that you bring in
to the studio.
Refiring your work
Some glazes are more likely to come through a seconding firing without additional blemishes than others.
Even then, the clay, or the method of making, may not stand up to the refire. Some glazes will work over a
range of cones, others are obviously underfired or overfired outside a narrow cone range. As I mentioned in an
earlier article, successfully refiring work sometimes depends on firing to a slightly lower cone the second time
around. This may not be possible at your community studio. Finally, whether or not a refire is successful also
depends to a certain extent on why you want to refire. If you are refiring a piece that has no glaze flaws, other
than aesthetic ones, you have better chance of success than if you are trying to fix a problem like blisters or
pinholes that may indicate the piece is already overfired.
Glaze Defects
Defects that you can control include those that are related to glaze thickness and application. Pinholes or
runny glazes can result if glazes are too thick; dry rough areas, if the glaze is too thin. You can avoid defects
that result from unhappy glaze combinations by testing beforehand.
Since you’re not doing your own firing, controlling some types of glaze defects will be beyond your control as
they are a direct result of the firing schedules that your studio uses. I’ll discuss these briefly when I talk about
firing schedules in the next article.
As always, if you have questions on these topics that you’d like to have answered feel free to send them to me
at jocelynjenkins1@gmail.com.
Jocelyn Jenkins
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Celebrating Clay
By Elizabeth Davies

The Guild Annual Exhibition held in November at
Galerie Côté Créations has now closed, after a lively
vernissage, and culminating in a good number of
sales. Now Celebrating Clay is back. As seen in the
photo of all the accepted pieces, the combined
December/January show (running until the end of
January, as it did last year), once again shows off
some of the otherwise hidden-away talent we have
in our Guild. We hope to see you at the Vernissage
on Thursday, December 6th (6 to 9 pm), with the
artists speaking about their pieces at 7:30 pm. The
Gallery will be closed for two weeks after Dec 24.
An appeal to those who have not yet done so:
please think about submitting: sculpture, functional
ware, decorative pieces, all would be most welcome.
Celebrating Clay is an excellent opportunity to show
the public what members of our guild can do. As you
can see on the poster, we again have newcomers to
our show. Please remember, the broader the range
of potters within the guild showing their pieces, the
better for all of us.
February will be in the traditional Celebrating Clay
format. The festive season will be upon us before we
know it, with all its usual distractions – so please
mark January 20 on your calendars now: it is the
deadline for the February show submissions (see
Call for Entries on the website, under Guild
Exhibitions, for details on how to name your photos
and for further details on the submission process in
general). For March we are looking forward to a
Focus On Exhibition by Jocelyn, Amy and Emily.
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Maputo-Mozambique – Clay Artists in the Capital
By Wade Vienneau
A few years ago, my husband, dog, and I left Canada for an adventure in Mozambique. Christopher works for Global
Affairs Canada and had been selected for a post in the southeast African country’s capital city, Maputo.
We arrived in Maputo after 48 hours of travel from the Atlantic Ocean to the tip of the Indian. Under the African
afternoon sun, the whole city seemed hot and dusty. The people walked along rough streets, through cinderblock and
corrugated iron neighbourhoods, and over open drainage sewers. There was very little green in the city as it was still
winter in the Southern Hemisphere. The hints of coloured cloth worn by the women contrasted brightly with the
earthen neutrals. Later, I was to learn those traditional clothes are known as capulanas, and that they can be found
throughout Mozambique.
Getting accustomed to a new life in our new home took a long time. My companion in exploring the city was our dog,
Blake. He had arrived in Mozambique two days after we did, looking as jet-lagged as I felt. After several days sleeping on
the balcony during the day, Blake and I began taking daily walks through our neighbourhood, which bordered a lovely
park and the busy downtown core.
On my adventures through Maputo I made many inquiries about ceramics in Mozambique. Amongst the quizzical looks
or enthusiastic replies when people found out I was potter, two names surfaced. One was João Donato and the other
was Reinata Sadimba.

João Donato: explorations of form
It took us a little time to receive our car and get familiar enough with the city to take my first trip through the city to an
art exhibition at Fundação Fernando Leite Couto featuring Mr. Donato’s work. The exhibition at the Fundação, as Chris
and I affectionately call it now, was all about form. His earthenware work was a melding of sculpture and domestic
function. In this particular exhibit, João was beginning his homage to the sea, agriculture, and artistic expression in
Mozambique. A later exhibition at the Franco-Mozambique Cultural Centre exhibited 106 plates all with colourful
depictions of sea, agriculture, and the liveliness of Mozambican artistic culture.
João Donato was born in Maputo in 1953 and studied in Brazil in 2002. He also studied under Daphne Carnegy at City &
Islington College in 2005 and then was a ceramics technician in London until 2011. Mr. Donato has exhibited in
Mozambique, the United Kingdom, Portugal, Sweden, and Brazil. The Fundação’s webpage on João Donato is worth
checking out. Other examples of his work are also available online.
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Reinata Sadimba: the tension between traditional values and
progressive ideals
Reinata Sadimba is an artist of national and international importance. I was fortunate enough to see Reinata in 2017 at
her final exhibition at the Brazilian Cultural Center.
Born in the 1940s to an agricultural family in a small village of the traditionally-matrilineal Makonde tribe on the Mueda
plateau in northern Mozambique, Reinata learned to make earthenware pots through her mother’s guidance early on;
ceramics is traditionally a strictly female occupation in her culture. For years Reinata made the typical functional food
containers, bowls, and other domestic objects. This was a source of income for her early years as a mother but also
assisted her while she was a resistance fighter during the war of independence.

In the early 1980s, Reinata began to explore more in sculpture, a typically male-dominated area, facing
significant resistance. In Makonde ceramics, women are based in the earth, so it is a female-dominated
tradition, yet woodworking (and wood sculpture) is male-dominated. Her house in Nimu, a village considered
to be one of the cradles of the Makonde people, has been a medium for her expression. Decorating it in semirelief clay imagery often pushed the boundaries of traditional clay and sculpture.
Reinata was known to befriend foreigners, wear men’s clothing, and drive a bicycle. Her progressive and
independent spirit was evident. She did not like to be dictated to by anyone and chose to live life the way she
wanted. Choosing to have both traditional and contemporary values made her life difficult in the very
traditional village.
1985 saw Reinata fleeing Mozambique’s burgeoning civil war to seek refuge with her sister in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.
She then spent many years there selling her work in the markets until a, chance encounter, with some friendly Swiss
Aid workers she had known previously led to her work finding its way to a museum in Switzerland. Many other exhibits
followed—her first individual show was at the Nyumba Ya Sanaa gallery in Dar es Salaam—, and once Mozambique’s
civil was over, she returned to Maputo by invitation of the Prime Minister. There, Reinata was provided a studio space at
the Museu de Historia Natural (Natural History Museum). She is now widely considered to be in retirement, spending
most of her time in Nimu while the studio in the Museu de Historia Natural mostly stays occupied by her apprentices.
Reinata’s work became known for her anthropomorphized pots and sculptures featuring male and female forms, female
and female forms, snake into male forms, and many other polymorphic forms. She also incorporates both traditional
Makonde face and body decorations—ritualistic scars on the face and body—as well as the distinctive graphite and
white limestone found in the Mueda plateau. Reinata does not shy away from the pain, regret, joy, laughter, love, and
intimacy a woman feels in her life. It is difficult to look at Reinata Sadminba’s work and not feel the emotions she has
embedded in the pieces.
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Sharing Circle,
Submitted by Members
A suggestion from Carol Holmes Kerr:
I have been using Vince's Terra sigillata recipe for several years and have found it the best of any I have
tried. Read the article and get the recipe at: https://sites.tntech.edu/wpitelka/terra-sigillata/
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